
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Building a safe and secure embedded world 

TESSY’s test application size 
Focus on test application file size 
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Preface 

In order to keep you up-to-date with the latest developments on our products, we provide White 
Papers containing additional topics, special hints, examples and detailed procedures etc.  

For more information on the current software and hardware revisions as well as our update service, 
please visit www.hitex.de, www.hitex.co.uk or www.hitex.com. 
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Especially for 8-bit microcontrollers, the size 
of the test application is an issue: if the test 
application becomes too big, it may not fit 
into the microcontroller's memory which is 
required for in-target testing. 
This Application Note describes, what the size 
of the test application depends on and how it 
can be influenced. 
Chapter 4 gives some sample data for those 
who want to know details. Others may skip it 
and content themselves with the conclusion 
made in chapter 5. 
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1. What is the Test Application ? 
 

Prior to the execution of the tests, Tessy creates the so-called test application. 

The test application consists of source code, that is 

• created by Tessy, or 

• taken from the user application, or 

• explicitly added by the user. 

The test application is compiled and linked by Tessy. Normally, a cross compiler for embedded 
systems is used for that purpose. 

To execute the tests, Tessy loads the test application into the test execution environment. Normally, 
the test execution environment is a debugger being connected to an instruction set simulator or to 
a real target system, e.g. by means of an in-circuit emulator or by means of a JTAG debugger. 

 

2. The Problem 
If the target system memory is limited, the size of the test application becomes an issue, because if 
the test application gets too big in terms of code and data size, it cannot be loaded into the target 
system. This is important especially for single-chip 8-bit microcontrollers, which feature sometimes 
only 4k internal code memory. 

Startup 
 

main () 

User code 

Test object 

User code 

Stubs, etc. 
(optional) 

 Test driver, source code generated by Tessy 

 Test object, unchanged source code 

 Test driver, source code supplied by the user 
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If using an in-circuit emulator, there should be no problem since an in-circuit emulator normally is 
able to provide more emulation memory to the application than the real microcontroller.  

This applies also to an instruction set simulator. 

3. On What Depends the Size of the Test Application? 
 

3.1. Independent of the Number of Test Cases 
Tessy does not compile the test data into the test application. The test data reside on the host (PC). 
The test data for a single test case are transferred from the host to the test system, the test is 
executed, and then the test results are fetched back from the test system to the host. Then the test 
data for the next test case are transferred to the test system, etc. 

 

 

Therefore, the size of the test application does not grow with the number of test cases. The number 
of test cases that Tessy is able to execute is not limited by a maximal test application size. This is 
different to the approach where the test data for all test cases are compiled into the test 
application. 
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3.2. Size oft he Interface 
The size of the test application depends on the size of the interface of the test object (i.e. the 
function under test). It consists of the variables, that are read by the test object (i.e. the input 
variables) and the variables that are written by the test object (e.g. the output variables). Tessy has 
to create code to set the input values for the test and also to fetch back the test results. This Tessy-
created code is included in the test application. Therefore, the size of the test application depends 
on the size of the input and output variables. Also, the size of the test application is enlarged if the 
test object provides a return value. 

3.3. Application C Source Module 
Tessy includes into the test application the whole C source module of the application, in which the 
function under test is implemented. Therefore, if the test object is implemented in a C source 
module with a lot of other functions, the test application will be larger than without the other 
functions. 

Remedy: If the test application is too big to be loaded into the test system, decrease the size of the 
C source module in which the test object is implemented, e.g. by splitting the C source module in 
parts or by using appropriate #defines. 

The test application size is minimal with respect to the C source module code size if the test object 
is the only function in the module. 

3.4. Communication Buffer Size 
Tessy uses a buffer for communication between the test application (on the target) and the host. 
This buffer is included in the test application, i.e. the size of the test application depends on the size 
of the buffer. A smaller buffer will result in a smaller test application. A bigger buffer will result in 
faster communication. 

Tessy uses predefined buffer sizes, depending on the debugger in use. The size used by Tessy varies 
from 16 Bytes to 1024 Bytes (default value: 128 Bytes). 

However, the size of the buffer can also be specified by the user. This is explained in the following 
Tessy Application Note by Hitex: "Testing C167 Single Chip Applications" (AN-TESSY-0102.PDF). 

3.5. Stub Function Code 
If the test object calls other functions, there must be some code enabling the linker to resolve this 
call. This code can be the implementation of the function from the user application or the 
implementation of stub function code. The stub function code can be generated by Tessy 
automatically or provided by the user. In any case, the code necessary to allow the linker to resolve 
the calls will increase the size of the test application. 
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3.6. User Code Size 
The user is able to specify code, which is compiled by Tessy at certain locations into the test 
application. This is done by means of the Usercode Editor (UCE), e.g. the UCE allows providing code 
executed by the test application prior to each test step. 

Obviously, the size of the test application increases with the size of code supplied by the user. 

3.7. Instrumentation 
Tessy can be directed by the user to determine code coverage measures. To determine code 
coverage, Tessy has to instrument the code of the function under test. This may apply also to the 
code of functions called by the function under test. Instrumentation means that Tessy adds some 
code to the function under test, i.e. code that counts how often a branch of the function under test 
was executed. 

Obviously, the size of the test application will grow if code coverage is measured and hence 
instrumentation is done by Tessy. 

3.8. Compiler and Linker Used 
If the test application is to be executed on the target system, Tessy has to use a cross complier for 
embedded systems to compile and link the test application. 

Obviously, the size of the test application depends on the ability of the cross compiler to generate 
“small” code. This may depend on compiler switches (“optimize for size”), the structure of the 
source code, the instruction set of the microcontroller in use, the compiler version, etc. 
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4. Examples 

4.1. Cosmic / HC08 
For the following examples, the Cosmic compiler V4.2h for Freescale’s 68HC08 is used. 

4.1.1. Empty Function 
To create the smallest possible test application, an empty function (which does nothing useful) is 
used. 

void empty_func(void) 
{ 
 return; 
} 

 

The buffer size is 128 Bytes.  

This results in the following map file, created by the linker from Cosmic. 

Segments: 
 
start 00008000 end 00008cd7 length  3287 segment .text 
start 00008cd7 end 00008cdf length     8 segment .const 
start 00000050 end 00000050 length     0 segment iram 
start 00000e00 end 00000e07 length     7 segment .data 
start 00000050 end 00000055 length     5 segment .ubsct 
start 00000800 end 00000800 length     0 segment .eeprom 
start 00000e07 end 00000f2f length   296 segment .bss 
start 00000000 end 00001d28 length  7464 segment .debug 
start 0000ffe0 end 00010000 length    32 segment .const 

 

Interpretation 

• The code size is 3287 Bytes. 

• The data size is 8 + 7 + 5 + 296 = 316 Bytes. 

• The vector table takes 32 Bytes from 0xFFE0. 

• The total test application size is 3287 + 316 +32 = 3635 Bytes. 

 

This is supposed to be the smallest test application that can be achieved using this compiler. It is 
therefore taken as reference for experiments using this compiler. 

Modules: 
 
C:\\\\PROGRA~1\\\\COSMIC\\\\CX08\\LIB\\CRTS.H08: 
start 00008000 end 00008016 length    22 section .text 
 
C:\tessy\test\Tessy_AppSize\Empty_func\ts_src01.o: 
start 00008016 end 00008017 length     1 section .text 
start 00000000 end 00000098 length   152 section .debug 
 
C:\\tessy\\test\\Tessy_AppSize\\Empty_func\\ts_empty_func_usr.o: 
start 00008017 end 00008023 length    12 section .text 
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start 00000098 end 000001ed length   341 section .debug 
 
C:\\tessy\\test\\Tessy_AppSize\\Empty_func\\ts_empty_func_stubs.o: 
 
C:\\tessy\\test\\Tessy_AppSize\\Empty_func\\ts_empty_func_s.o: 
start 00008023 end 000082b3 length   656 section .text 
start 00000e00 end 00000e02 length     2 section .data 
start 00000e07 end 00000e1b length    20 section .bss 
start 000001ed end 000005c9 length   988 section .debug 
 
C:\tessy\test\Tessy_AppSize\Empty_func\tslows_trace32.o: 
start 000082b3 end 000083e0 length   301 section .text 
start 00000e1b end 00000ea2 length   135 section .bss 
start 000005c9 end 000009a8 length   991 section .debug 
start 00008cd7 end 00008cdb length     4 section .const 
 
C:\tessy\test\Tessy_AppSize\Empty_func\tstcomm.o: 
start 000083e0 end 000089e4 length  1540 section .text 
start 00000e02 end 00000e07 length     5 section .data 
start 00000ea2 end 00000f2f length   141 section .bss 
start 000009a8 end 0000173b length  3475 section .debug 
start 00008cdb end 00008cdf length     4 section .const 
 
C:\tessy\test\Tessy_AppSize\Empty_func\tscoml.o: 
start 000089e4 end 00008c24 length   576 section .text 
start 0000173b end 00001c92 length  1367 section .debug 
 
(C:\\\\PROGRA~1\\\\COSMIC\\\\CX08\\LIB\\libm.h08)lcmp.o: 
start 00008c24 end 00008c4a length    38 section .text 
 
(C:\\\\PROGRA~1\\\\COSMIC\\\\CX08\\LIB\\libm.h08)lgadd.o: 
start 00008c4a end 00008c63 length    25 section .text 
 
(C:\\\\PROGRA~1\\\\COSMIC\\\\CX08\\LIB\\libm.h08)lgsub.o: 
start 00008c63 end 00008c7c length    25 section .text 
 
(C:\\\\PROGRA~1\\\\COSMIC\\\\CX08\\LIB\\libm.h08)lreg.o: 
start 00000050 end 00000054 length     4 section .ubsct 
 
(C:\\\\PROGRA~1\\\\COSMIC\\\\CX08\\LIB\\libm.h08)lsub.o: 
start 00008c7c end 00008c96 length    26 section .text 
 
(C:\\\\PROGRA~1\\\\COSMIC\\\\CX08\\LIB\\libm.h08)ltor.o: 
start 00008c96 end 00008ca1 length    11 section .text 
 
(C:\\\\PROGRA~1\\\\COSMIC\\\\CX08\\LIB\\libm.h08)lzmp.o: 
start 00008ca1 end 00008cb7 length    22 section .text 
 
(C:\\\\PROGRA~1\\\\COSMIC\\\\CX08\\LIB\\libm.h08)rtol.o: 
start 00008cb7 end 00008cc2 length    11 section .text 
 
(C:\\\\PROGRA~1\\\\COSMIC\\\\CX08\\LIB\\libm.h08)itol.o: 
start 00008cc2 end 00008cd7 length    21 section .text 
 
(C:\\\\PROGRA~1\\\\COSMIC\\\\CX08\\LIB\\libm.h08)ireg.o: 
start 00000054 end 00000055 length     1 section .ubsct 
 
C:\\PROGRA~1\\Razorcat\\tessy\\sys\\obj\\vector_cosmic_hc08.o: 
start 00001c92 end 00001d28 length   150 section .debug 
start 0000ffe0 end 00010000 length    32 section .const 

 

4.1.2. Different Communication Buffer Size 
The empty_func() example is now used with a debugger which uses a bigger communication buffer 
size (1024 Bytes instead of 128 Bytes). 

Segments: 
 
start 00008000 end 00008b32 length  2866 segment .text 
start 00008b32 end 00008b3b length     9 segment .const 
start 0000a000 end 0000a003 length     3 segment .data 
start 00000050 end 00000050 length     0 segment .share 
start 00000050 end 00000055 length     5 segment iram 
start 0000a003 end 0000a827 length  2084 segment .bss 
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Interpretation 

• The overall code size was reduced by 3287 – 2866 = 421 Bytes. 

• The data size in the .bss section was raised from 296 to 2084 Bytes, i.e. by 1788 Bytes.  

(2048 – 256 = 1792, i.e. as a rule of thumb, the .bss segment is about 2 times the size of the 
communication buffer size.) 

• The overall .data segment size was raised by 7 Bytes. There was minimal change in the 
.const, .data, .iram segments. 

• The total test application size is 2866 + 9 + 3 + 5 + 2084 = 4967 Bytes, i.e. an increase by 4967 
– 3635 = 1332 Bytes. 

 

More Details 

Modules: 
 
C:\tessy\test\Tessy_AppSize\Empty_func_HiTOP\tslows_hitop.o: 
start 000082b3 end 00008545 length   658 section .text 
start 0000a017 end 0000a827 length  2064 section .bss 
start 00008b32 end 00008b3b length     9 section .const 
 
C:\tessy\test\Tessy_AppSize\Empty_func_HiTOP\tstcomm.o: 
start 00008545 end 0000883f length   762 section .text 
start 0000a002 end 0000a003 length     1 section .data 

 

Interpretation 

• These two segments together make the overall difference in code and data size. 

• The code size in "tslows_hitop.o" is 658 – 301 = 357 Bytes higher than in the reference. This is 
compensated by "tstscomm.o", where the code size is decreased by 1540 – 762 = 778 Bytes 
resulting in an overall reduction by 421 Bytes. 

• The data size in "tslows_hitop.o" is 2064 – 135 = 1929 Bytes higher than in the reference 
which is due to the increased communication buffer size. This is a little bit compensated in 
"tstscomm.o" where the data size is reduced by 141 + 5 – 1 = 145 bytes resulting in a higher data size 
of 1929 – 145 = 1784 Bytes. The difference to the overall result is caused by the .const segment. 

4.1.3. Is_value_in_range 
The ubiquitous is value_in_range() examples serves as a small, but reasonable test object. 

// (c) Hitex Development Tools GmbH 2001, www.hitex.de 
// 
 
struct range {int range_start; int range_len;}; 
 
typedef int value; 
 
typedef enum {no, yes} result; 
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// Checks if r1.range_start <= v1 < (r1.start + r1.range_len), 
// e.g. r1.start = 5, r1.len = 2 
// ==> v1 == 4 ---> no 
//     v1 == 5 ---> yes 
//     v1 == 6 ---> yes 
//     v1 == 7 ---> no 
// However, the implementation is intentionally 
// erroneous: v1 == 7 results "yes" instead of "no"! 
// 
 
result is_value_in_range (struct range r1, int v1) 
{ 
 if (v1 < r1.range_start) 
  return no; 
 
 if (v1 > (r1.range_start + r1.range_len)) 
  return no; 
 
 return yes; 
 
} 

 

The resulting linker file differs in the following numbers from the reference: 

Segments: 
 
start 00008000 end 00008d76 length  3446 segment .text 
start 00000e07 end 00000f36 length   303 segment .bss 

 

Interpretation 

• The overall code size was raised by 159 Bytes. The overall data size was raised by 7 Bytes. 

 
Modules: 
 
C:\tessy\test\Tessy_AppSize\ivir\ts_src01.o: 
start 00008016 end 0000803e length    40 section .text 

 

Interpretation 

• "ts_src01.o" contains the code of the test object. It was raised from 1 Byte for the empty 
function (i.e. the return statement) to 40 Bytes, i.e. raised by 39 Bytes. 

C:\\tessy\\test\\Tessy_AppSize\\ivir\\ts_is_value_in_range_s.o: 
start 0000804a end 00008352 length   776 section .text 
start 00000e00 end 00000e02 length     2 section .data 
start 00000e07 end 00000e22 length    27 section .bss 

 

Interpretation 

• "ts_XXX_s.o" contains the code of the test driver (source generated by Tessy). It was raised 
from 656 Bytes for the empty function to 776 Bytes, i.e. raised by 120 Bytes. 
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4.2. IAR / AVR 
Now we experiment using the IAR compiler V4.12A for Atmel’s AVR microcontrollers. The derivative 
CPU is m103. The debugger in use is C-Spy from IAR. For this debugger, the default communication 
buffer size is 128 Bytes. This buffer size is used for the following experiments. 

The Tessy version used is V2.4.14. 

4.2.1. Empty Function 
Again we use the empty function to get the (assumable) smallest test application. 

void empty_func(void) 
{ 
 return; 
} 

 

From the linker we get the following output: 

 
     IAR Universal Linker V4.59R/386 
     Copyright 1987-2005 IAR Systems. All rights reserved. 
. . . 
 2 247 bytes of CODE memory (+ 92 range fill ) 
   863 bytes of DATA memory 

 

Sum of code and data size: 2247 + 863 = 3110 Bytes. 

 

4.2.2. Is_value_in_range 
Now we look into the is_value_in_range() example (C source code see chapter Is_value_in_range). 

From the linker we get the following output: 

     IAR Universal Linker V4.59R/386 
     Copyright 1987-2005 IAR Systems. All rights reserved. 
. . . 
2 601 bytes of CODE memory (+ 92 range fill ) 
   872 bytes of DATA memory 

 

Interpretation 

• Code size was raised by (2601 – 2247 =) 354 Bytes. 

• Data size was raised by (872 – 863 =) 9 Bytes. 

• Sum of code and data size: 2601 + 872 = 3473 Bytes, i.e. an increase by 363 Bytes. 
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5. Conclusion 
 

The size of the test application depends (also) on the compiler/microcontroller used. 

As a rule of thumb, between 3k and 4k Bytes for code and data are needed for the test application 
of a “normal” test object. 

A lot of circumstances have an effect on the size of the test application. On the one hand, this 
makes the size hard to predict, on the other hand, this gives room for measures to reduce the size of 
the test application. 
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